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"By the Waters of Minnetonka"
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Andante moderato
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Moon  Deer  How

near  Your  soul
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heart of mine.

Più agitato

Skies blue O'er you, Look down

Più agitato

in love; Waves bright Give light

19125-5
As on they move

Hear

thou

My vow

To live,

to
Beautiful Songs based on Indian Themes

By THURLOW LIEURANCE

Composer of the immensely successful song
"By the Waters of Minnetonka"

A Selected List of Indian Songs

By Thurlow Lieurance

These are very excellent songs and it is reprehensible that space does not permit showing thematic of them.

A SONG OF SUPERLATIVE MERIT

Indian Spring Bird

SKI-BI-BI-LA

By Thurlow Lieurance

Two Popular Folios of Indian Songs

By Thurlow Lieurance

Songs of the North American Indian

Price, $1.50

Artists and teachers everywhere are using Lieurance's Indian songs. The assembling of nine of the best, including "By the Waters of Minnetonka", makes a convenient album for those using them as well as an ideal form in which to become acquainted with them.

Nine Indian Songs

Price, $1.00

A very popular vocal folio. Rich with aboriginal themes prepared by descriptive notes, the songs in this collection make pleasing and unique additions to the repertoire.
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